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QUESTION 1

A developer wants to create a Send Log Data Extension to increaseefficiency with tracking email sends. 

Which two best practices should the developer remember when configuring the Send Log Data Extension? Choose 2
answers 

A. Use Data Retention to limit the amount of data captured. 

B. Limit custom fields in the data extension to 10 or fewer. 

C. Create a number of fields equal to the fields in the source data extension. 

D. Maximize the field size to accommodate all incoming data. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Customer data has been imported into a staging data extension and needs to benormalized before adding into the
master data extension. A text field named \\'birthday\\' contains date values in various formats. Some of the values are
valid dates, but some are not. 

Which SQL keywords and functions could be used to write the query\\'\\' Choose2 answers 

A. CASE, ISDATE, CONVERT 

B. WHERE, ISDATE, CONVERT 

C. CASE, ISDATE, CAST 

D. UPDATE, ISDATE, CONVERT 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer wants to create a complex dynamic email with three different sections and four different possible content
blocks In each section. The email will be sent to an audience of over one million contacts. 

Whichbest practice should the developer use to ensure a blank email will not be sent? 

A. Send a test of every possible version using Test Send 

B. Review every possible version using Subscriber Preview 

C. Create separate emails for each version 

D. Confirm everyversion has default content 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Northern Trail Outfitters sends a weekly email with dynamic content, and they want to record custom data inside a send
log on each send to record what content was displayed and correlation flags. 

What is the maximum number of custom data points recommended by Salesforce to ensure sends speeds are not
affected when inserting into the built-in send log? 

A. 20 fields or less 

B. 10 fields or less 

C. No limit 

D. 5 fields or less 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer identified a use case where a triggered send ofan email is needed. The developer already successfully set
up authentication with a Client ID and Client Secret has used them in several REST calls. When the REST call is made,
a "401 Unauthorized" error is returned. What is the first thing the developer should check? 

A. The send permissions have been granted for the Client ID and Client Secret within Installed Packages. 

B. The email interaction has been started 

C. The automation permissions have been granted for the Client ID and Client Secret within Installed Packages. 

D. The email interaction has been published. 

Correct Answer: A 
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